'LC-electrolyte effects' improve the bioanalytical performance of liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometric assays in supporting pharmacokinetic study for drug discovery.
The development of rapid and sensitive bioanalytical methods in a short time frame with acceptable levels of precision and accuracy is imperative for successful drug discovery. We previously reported that the use of a mobile phase containing an extremely low concentration of ammonium formate or formic acid increased analyte electrospray ionization (ESI) response and controlled against matrix effects. We designated these favorable effects 'LC-electrolyte effects'. In order to support rapid pharmacokinetic (PK) studies for drug discovery, we applied LC-electrolyte effects to the development of generic procedures that can be used to quickly generate reliable PK data for compound candidates. We herein demonstrate our approach using four model tested compounds (Compd-A, -B, -C, and -D). The analytical methods involve generic protein precipitation for sample clean-up, followed by application of fast liquid chromatographic (LC) gradients and the subsequent use of electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (ESI-MS/MS) for individual measurement of the tested compounds in 20-microL plasma samples. Good linearity over the concentration range of 1.6 or 8-25000 ng/mL (r(2) > 0.99), precision (RSD, 0.45-13.1%), and accuracy (91-112%) were achieved through the use of a low dose of formic acid (0.4 mM or 0.015 per thousand) in the methanol/water-based LC mobile phase. The analytical method was quite sensitive, providing a lower limit of quantification of 1.6 pg on-column except for Compd-C (8 pg), and showed negligible ion suppression caused by matrix components. Finally, the assay suitability was demonstrated in simulated discovery PK studies of the tested compounds with i.v./p.o. dosing of rats. This new assay approach has been adopted with good results in our laboratory for many recent discovery PK studies.